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ON CERTAIN APPLICATION OF THE ABEL MEAN OF TRIGONOMETRIC FOURIER SERIES
In this paper we shall give the eolation of certain boundary problem for differential equation of ths Laplace type.
Let r, x be the polar coordinates of a point, Q -{(r,x)»0 < rle 1 *! <1} and A -f-? + ^ fa + X . ar* r dr r z 3x let I be the set of all positive integers and C°(Q), mcI, be the set of all real functions defined in Q and having the partial derivatives of the order < m continuous in Q.
Ve choose the sequence |pj t |i c _ 1 of a real numbers and we write 1»Pi ( 2-p, \ 7 ' u(r,x) « A\r Au(r,x)),
| u(r.x) .A^v^uir.x)) for n = 1,2,... and ueC°°{Q). First we shall give son» pfon,p n,p perties of the operators A and V B . The operator v ° will be related to the parameters P 1 ,P 2 f>*P n giv«n in our -lemmas. prove that the condition (1.3) is aatisfied for n+1 if it is satisfied for n. Henoe the condition (1.3) is true for n e N. Similarly, using the induction and Lemma 1.1« we oan prove Lemma 1.3« Suppose that u e C°° (Q), Au(r,x) = 0 for (r,x) e Q and P 1 »P2«*«>*P n (n^2) are some real numbers. Then, for k»i,2 f ...,n-1, there exist real numbers Bj(k,p 1f ...»p n ) t J=0,1,...,k+1, depending on k,p 1t ...,p n and such that Denote by v(r,x) « r q -, v.j(r,xJ = r -
Prom these results and (1.1) there follows (1.4).
2. Reasoning similarly as in the case of the Vandermonde determinant ( [4j, p.102), we get Lemma 2.1. Suppose that p 1 ,P2>>..»P n (neN) are some real numbers, q e N and A is the matrix for r e (0,1) and x e (-oo,+oo).
Applying the Abel transformation, we get oo H n (r t x, Pl p n ,f) = 6 (Y k (rip 1t ...,p n )) S k (x;f) k=0 with S(Y k {rjp 1t ...,p n )) = Y k (r»p 1 ,...,p n ) -Y k+1 {r;p 1t ...,p n ) and S k (xjf) s T 0 (xjf) + ... + T k (x;f) (k=0,1,...). Hence, by (3.3),
for re (0,1), x e {-oo ,+oo) and f e C 2jT . for re <rQt1). Summing up and applying the inequality 2 q -1
we obtain the estimation (3.8).
4j. As is known { [5] , p.279) if f, e C2jr, then H(f) defined 1» (3*2) is the function continuous in the unit diso Ir e x l and AH(r,x{f) » 0 for (r,x) such that Ir e 1 *! <1. Moreover Hh.xjf) = f(x) for xe <0,2*).
We shall prove that the function Hn(p1,...,pn,f) has similar properties. for k = l,2,...,n and xe <0,2jr).
Since B k (f) = 0(k~2 n "* 1 ) for f( 2n+1 ) e C 2jt we obtain easily the condition 5° from (3.8).
Remark. Taking p 1 = p 2 = ... = P n = p i* 0 in Theorem 4.1, we get the result given in the paper [3], The oase p = 2 was considered in [l] .
